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SUILIECTI Latvian Walla Affairs

Several steps toward vilification among Latvian exiles in —1
Europe and in Sweden have occurred in the past few moths

both of these uovusomts are still in their initial stages, it is
believed that they coffer some premise of bringing them previously
conflicting groups into some a000rd.

I. .ftes	 of the Latvian Liberation Ccounittee

Local Latvian exiles have reported to this Wow that a
meeting will be held In London on December 5 II to establish a
•European Centers of the 'Latvian Liberation Committee. This
neve will be an effort to establish a unified Latvian body to
speak for the different Latvians and Latvian& organisations in •
Europe, It will be attended by Latvians from Germany. legland. . 	 .
From, Italy and Belgium and by representatives of a new (mistral
Latvian organisation in Sweden.

	

Prominent Latvian exile ilms who will attend the	 •
will include Minister Karl/.	 of Leedom; (*lama
leader of the Latvian veterans organisation Iftegavas 1:::1:111t
from GOXIMIlit and	 leader of the Social	 lo
Party in	 friii-Sir'',eallr:The meeting has been preceded by
considerable erfOrts by Minister Wins and othmrIatmleas to
create a friendly attitude among the different factious of Latvians
in inrope, Minister Zarin/ sad. a special effort to settle the
previous bad fooling whieh existed between himself and Brum Kalmins
and has apparently suseeeded. as Kalnins will be a d.lept. to the
London meeting. Other delegates from Sweden will lasladi Janis
ANDERSON of the Agrarian Party and Chairmen of the new Marla
Latvian National Council in Swam i Janis BUMS' of the Liberal.
Party..Mrs. Kilda nAmus, widow ex the former . Latvian Minister to
Soothe, Donato usTa of the Catholic Part* and Nerlis DZILLEJI of
the Social Democratic Party.
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The main business of the meeting will probably be the
discussion and adoption of bylaws for the European Center. A
draft of these bylaws has been prepared by a provisional committee
wotking since the spring of 1952, It is anticipated that the by-
laws will provide for representation of Latvians in the different
countries in Europe in which they now find themselves, each
country's delegation being determined by the number of Latvians
therein and appointed by the. central body of Latvians therein,
These representatives would be supplemented by delegates appointed
by the different Latvian political parties in exile,

While rather general support exists for this move toward
unification, a new faction dissenting from it has appeared under
the leadership of Alfredo VALDMANIS, former Minister of Finance
in Latvia and now an economic advisor to the Newfoundland pro-
vincial government, Mt. Valdmanis, a gentleman of conservative
tendencies, is opposing the organization on the ground of refusing
to work with the Liberal and Socialist Parties in exile, and
especially with Bruno Kalnins,

II, Latvian National Council in Sweden

Latvians in Sweden have also taken steps toward establishing
a unified body, to be called the Latvian National Council in
Sweden. On September 13, 1952, the different Latvian political
and refugee organizations in Sweden met and a tentative organiza-
tion was established, The officers elected were J.-Andersons of -
the Latvian Agrarian Party representing the refugee organisations.
as Chairman, B. Kalnins of the Socialist Party, J. Briekss of the
Liberal Party as Vice-Chairmen: and Co], Karlis LOBE of "Daugavas
Vanagi" and Professor Arveds SVABE of the Latvian National Founda..
tion in Scandinavia as members of the board, both representing
refugee organizations.

Despite this promising start, it is understood that the
organization is facing some difficulties in establishing its
permanent structure. It was agreed that the Council would consist
of 30 representatives, There are now two contending positin g as
to the manner of selecting these 30, The first position, an attempt
at compromise.tohpermit organisation at all, advocates the direct
election of 20 by the Latvians in Sweden and the appointment of the
remaining 10 by the political parties as organizational entities,
The second position advc-c.tes the direct election of all 30 0 includ-
ing those representing the political parties. In general, the
conservative faction in Sweden supports the second position, and
the left wing the first position. Discussions on this point at
present are at somewhat of a dEdloac but it in believed possible
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Fthat the idek vf direct elections of Council representatives
will be eliminated entirely, It would then becone an organi-
sation of the Latvian political parties only and not represent
the different welfare or cultural organisations or the entire
Latvian colony in Sweden, It mould still be a step of some

	

/	 importance, however, as the world leadership of the left wing

	

r

1 	 of Latvian politics is located in Sweden in the person of Bruno

(.

Kalnins„ and if he can be led to unity locally, the result, will
be an acceptance of unity by the ether (albeit few) Latvian Social
Democrats throughout the world
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